ProTesTanT LeTTer neTworks in THe reign of Mary i: a QUanTiTaTive aPProacH by rUTH aHnerT and sebasTian e. aHnerT in 1533 Thomas More took possession of a manuscript containing an evangelical tract on the topic of transubstantiation written by John frith. despite being unpublished at this time, More felt this text required refutation and penned A Letter […] impugnynge the erronyouse wrytyng of John Fryth. More's concern was the potential dissemination of the work. by the time his answer to frith's tract was published he had been able to acquire three manuscript copies, which confirmed to him that the text was being copied, and led him to fear an organised network of evangelicals working together to produce and disseminate texts. He imagined this model of dissemination as a canker spreading through a body:
for as saynte Poule sayth, the contagyon of heresye crepeth on lyke a canker. for as the canker corrupteth the body ferther and ferther, and turneth the hole partes into the same dedely sykenesse: so do these heretykes crepe forth among good symple soulys / and vnder a vayn hope of some hygh secrete lernynge, whych other men abrode eyther wyllyngly dyd kepe from them, or ellys coulde not teche theym / they dayly wyth suche abomynable bokes corrupte and destroye in corners very many before those wrytynges comme vnto light [.] 1 st. Paul's canker metaphor (2 Timothy 2:17) is used here by More as a rhetorical device to alarm his readers about the way that he perceived heresy spreading throughout england, largely undetected. but this metaphor also shows striking insight about the ways that underground religious movements work, prefiguring discoveries about the structure of social networks by some five centuries. recent research in the field of quantitative network analysis has shown that viruses and epidemics share key patterns of dissemination and growth with religious ideas, innovations, viral internet phenomena, or new products.
in a series of key publications in the 1990s and early 2000s, scholars such as albert-László barabási, reka albert, duncan J. watts, and steven strogatz showed that a huge variety of real-world networkssuch as, for example, neural networks, transport networks, biological extended the reach of their correspondence by directing the recipient to pass the letter on to other people, by enclosing commendations, additional messages, tokens, and even letters for other recipients, and by entrusting additional oral messages to the letters' carriers. carriers or bearers were vital members of epistolary communities, described by alan stewart and Heather wolfe as the "lifeline" between families and friends, court and country. 5 Letters, then, can tell modern scholars about the working of specific social groups: who its members were, and how they related to one another. Thanks to the efforts of the famous martyrologist John foxe and his associates, 289 unique letters survive in print and manuscript that were written either by or to Protestants residing in england during Mary's reign. These letters provide crucial evidence for the social organization of the Protestant community in england at that time. The letters from Protestant leaders-former bishops and archbishops such as Hugh Latimer, nicholas ridley, and John Hooper-show that they continued to shape the Protestant movement from their prison cells, providing pastoral guidance and doctrinal instruction for co-religionists inside and outside the prison, as well as coaching other prisoners for martyrdom. The correspondence also outlines the infrastructure that enabled these leaders to write and their letters to be disseminated, including a system of financial sustainers outside the prisons, of copyists and amanuenses in and between prisons, and a supply of carriers who enabled the prisoners' letters and enclosed writings to reach recipients across england and the continent.
Quantitative network analysis allows us both to visually map the social network implicated in this body of surviving correspondence, and to measure the relative centrality of each of its members using a range of different mathematical tools. These methods allow the kind of large-scale picture franco Moretti describes as "distant reading" and Matthew Jockers refers to as "macroanalysis."
6 These terms describe a whole variety of different statistical and digital methods, but what they all have in common is that they allow "for both zooming in and zooming out" (what Martin Mueller has termed "scalable reading"). 7 network analysis is one such tool: it allows us both to see the entire Protestant community implicated in this body of correspondence, and to identify the individual people and letters that require localized attention and close reading. our analysis reveals not only expected patterns-that martyrs are central to the organization of this community-but also some surprising facts: that letter carriers and financial sustainers (especially female sustainers) are more important than we may have previously suspected; and that their significance increased as the martyrs died. The techniques of network analysis, therefore, help us to counterbalance the spectacular bias of John foxe's Acts and Monuments, popularly known as the "book of Martyrs," which is the main contemporary source for documents on the persecution of the Protestant church, but which almost exclusively celebrates those who lost their lives at the hands of the catholic state. as Thomas s. freeman has remarked, "to ignore the majority of Marian Protestants who did not die for the gospel is to study the steeple and believe that you have examined the entire church." 8 i. reconsTrUcTing an ePisToLary coMMUniTy reconstructing the church beneath the steeple requires a combination of archival work and computational analysis. The 289 letters that form the basis of this study are scattered throughout foxe's papers and publications, and two further print sources: many of the letters were printed in foxe's "book of Martyrs," first published in 1563, and the associated publication Certain Most Godly, Fruitful, and Comfortable Letters of … True Saintes and Holy Martyrs of God, edited by Henry bull but issued under Miles coverdale's name and printed in 1564; three letters by John careless are printed at the end of nicholas ridley's A pituous lamentation of the miserable estate of the churche of Christ in Englande in 1566; twelve letters are made available in a victorian anthology; and several further letters survive which exist in manuscript only. 9 Many of the printed letters also survive in manuscript and holograph versions in foxe's papers, held in the british Library and emmanuel college Library, cambridge. These copies have been crucial to this study as many of them contain material edited out of the printed versions, including information about the Protestant community, such as the items of personal news with which some letters concluded, greetings to family and friends, as well as references to carriers.
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These documents, and letters in general, offer themselves to network visualization and analysis in a much more straightforward way than other forms of literature. a network is a set of relationships between objects or entities. we normally refer to the objects or entities as nodes in the network and their relationships as edges or ties. for example in an ecological network different species would be nodes and the edges might represent which animal eats which other animal; in the worldwide web, the web pages would be nodes and the hyperlinks edges; and in a social network, such as this Protestant epistolary community, people are the nodes, and the relationships linking them are the edges. The material we have utilized includes all the letters where either the sender or recipient was residing in england, family correspondence (regardless of doctrinal position), and letters between Protestant factions.
11 in order to focus on the community's internal workings, we have excluded letters sent by Protestants to the authorities or to opponents. we have also had to exclude correspondence in which the sender or recipient is anonymous, with the exception of those letters where other social links are found. in the first instance we read through each of the 289 letters that fulfilled these criteria, recording the following data: who the letters are from and to, the location of both of these parties, the date of composition (where given or ascertainable), and any commendations or reported contacts. we then categorized the links that arose between the members of this community as follows: letter links (between sender and recipient); requested links (through a commendation, between sender and commendee); implied links (through a commendation, between recipient and commendee); reported links (where a conversation or other exchange was relayed); messenger links (where a messenger is named, making them an intermediary node between sender and recipient); spousal links; and other family links. once we had gathered this data into a plain text flat file, we used Python code-more specifically the algorithms contained in the Python networkX library-to analyze the network.
what emerges from this data is a surprisingly large community, with 377 members and 795 edges, or social interactions. Many studies in quantitative sociology analyze much smaller social networks, with fewer than 100 nodes. for example, one of the classic data sets used to test network analysis algorithms is the social network of a karate club with 34 nodes and 78 edges. 12 The reason is that, until the advent of online social networks, sociologists were restricted to labor-intensive surveys as a means of compiling social network data. so our dataset is large enough to provide meaningful statistical results. Unlike the karate club network, however, which is complete and self-contained, our reconstructed Protestant network is only partial. Historic letter collections are subject not only to the vicissitudes of time, but also the bias of collectors. foxe and bull primarily printed letters by martyrs; and the collectors that provided these editors with correspondence were also more likely to preserve the missives of those who died for their faith. we cannot know how many more letters there were that are now lost. for example, the martyr richard woodman wrote letters that have not survived; conversely, we would probably not have many of the letters of John careless if Thomas Upcher had not gathered up letters written by the martyrs to Protestants who ultimately joined the aarau congregation. However, it is important to remember that this is not an uncommon problem: the vast majority of network analysis deals with incomplete networks in the real world, and any statistical treatment of biases has to make assumptions about the distribution of missing links or nodes. in the following analysis we are alert to the bias of the collection and its likely effects on our findings. This bias will necessarily exaggerate the seeming prominence of martyrs in the topology of the network. The detection of infrastructural figures such as couriers and sustainers, however, is much less affected by this bias, as these individuals are identified using centrality measures such as betweenness and eigenvector centrality, which will be explained further below.
by compiling this data we were able to generate a visualization of the Protestant community as a network using omnigraffle (figure 1; we used the same program to generate all our figures). such an image is very powerful: this community, which existed 450 years ago and which was only partially recorded by foxe, is literally mapped out before our eyes. from this visualization we can immediately see who is important. The word "important" is used here, not to make a value judgment, but merely to denote figures who are structurally central to the network's topology, which is something that can be measured with some accuracy. as in many network visualizations, the layout of the Protestant letter network in figure 1 is force-directed, meaning that the algorithm creating the network layout models the network edges as physical springs so that any deviation from a given equilibrium length is counteracted by a force that is proportional to the displacement. 13 as a result the most connected nodes (for example, those with the greatest number of edges or links) appear closer to the center, and those who have the least connections appear at the network's periphery. Therefore, right at the center, with many edges radiating from them, are figures such as John bradford, John careless, nicholas ridley, and John Philpot. This is much as we would expect. They are special figures: they are martyrs who wrote a lot of letters and featured prominently in foxe's famous martyrology. but they are also special in another way. They are what network analysts would call hubs: nodes with an anomalously large number of edges. by comparison, many of the other nodes in the network have few, or even only one or two edges. Hubs are an extremely important component of any network. in social networks, as barabási has observed, they are the kind of people who create trends and fashions, make important deals, and spread fads.
14 if we plot the number of edges that each node in this network has on a graph (figure 2), we can see that they follow a classic powerlaw distribution, which is typical of many real-world networks; there are very few nodes with many edges, and many nodes with few. This clearly demonstrates the atypical nature of the hub within a network. and it tells us that figures like bradford, careless, and ridley had a significant impact on the structure of the network; without them it would look very different. This is all quite unsurprising to historians familiar with Marian history, but it is extremely important that the method confirms what we already know. That means it works, and it means that we can put some trust in it when it draws attention to things we might not have observed before. The graph in figure 2 , however, does not distinguish between letter links and what we might call social links, that is, all those links created through other kinds of social interactions and relationships described within the letters. if we distinguish these, a more nuanced picture of the different roles that characters played in the epistolary community begins to emerge, as we can see in figure  3 . Here we have plotted "letter degree" (y-axis) against "non-letter social degree" (X-axis), in other words the number of letter connections for a given individual versus the number of his or her social connections other than those mediated by letters. a plot of these properties for the 377 nodes in this social network reveals a cluster around the bottom (that shows low letter degree, which means that few of their edges represent letter exchanges), with only a few along the diagonal line (where the number of letters sent and received equals the node's social interactions forged via other means). on the whole we see that those situated above the diagonal line tend to be martyrs or other significant religious leaders. The reason for this is that many of them were imprisoned, and so they undertook their ministry largely through letters because it was difficult to make and maintain relationships through other means. John bradford, labeled (a) on figure 3, is an outlier and provides an exaggerated version of this tendency. He wrote the most letters of all the martyrs, 119 in total, and received 19. what his position clearly shows is that his interactions with other people in the network were heavily reliant on letter interactions, but that he also had a broader circle of interactions that were independent from or additional to the links made through his correspondence. we learn about these from reported conversations, or from the inclusion of commendations, greetings or messages to be passed on verbally by the letter's recipient. The reason for this high number of social links can be put down in part to his role as one of the chaplains in ordinary to edward vi, during which bradford had travelled through the country preaching reformation, in Lancashire, cheshire, and possibly beyond. This was a man who already had a lot of social connections; and he sought to maintain and further them during his incarceration. a contrasting example is Henry Hart, labelled (b), who is positioned very close to the y-axis, with a letter degree of 12. This shows us that almost all his interactions within this network were via letter; barely any come through other means. Hart was a leader within a small factious Protestant group known as the freewillers. The freewillers were the first english Protestants to establish organised congregations that challenged the authority of the Protestant clerical leadership on the doctrine of predestination. active from around 1550 to circa 1560, this group argued for a separation from the new reformed church, and can therefore be seen as the first advocates of separatism in english history. The emphasis among some members of this community upon separatism explains Hart's almost total lack of social links to the main body of the orthodox Protestant network through means other than letters. why seek commendations from your opponents? rather, freewillers sought to achieve conversion through the circulation of treatises and by visiting those they deemed susceptible. Hart's position is a sign of the group's social isolation: he was regarded as an adversary rather than an ally, as will be discussed further below.
in direct contrast to Hart's position are the numerous nodes situated along the X-axis. Their position indicates that they take part in the social network only through means other than sending or receiving a letter: through commendations, implied links, reported conversations and relationships, or filial links, for instance. They are not in direct correspondence with the main movers in the Protestant network, such as the martyr figures we see plotted above the diagonal line. another group, sitting just above them, has had correspondence with one, two, three, or perhaps even four different people, but they are implicated in the network mostly through other kinds of social interaction. examples are bertram calthorpe (c), John bradford's mother (d), and Heinrich bullinger (e), situated far to the right of the graph, but very close to the X-axis. in each case we know them to be-or the letters paint them as-points of contact with the wider Protestant community in a particular location. Heinrich bullinger, of course, was an important Protestant leader in the exile community at Zurich, and John Hooper sought to sustain contact with this vital hub within the continental Protestant community for personal reasons, asking him to write to his wife anne who had taken their children into exile in frankfurt. 15 in a different way, bradford used letters to his mother as a gateway to a broader community of co-religionists in the area around Manchester, where he grew up, including, amongst many others, figures such as John Traves, Thomas sorrocold and his wife, roger shalcross and his wife, Laurence, and James bradshaw. 16 Perhaps the clearest illustration of how martyrs used letters to create and maintain links within the Protestant community beyond their prison cell is one of the two letters that bartlett green sent to calthorpe of the Middle Temple. This letter, which was sent not only to calthorpe but also to Mr. goring, Mr. farneham, Mr. fletewode, Mr. rosewel, Mr. bell, Mr. Hussey, Mr. boyer (probably william bowyer), and "other my Maisters of the Temple," on 27 Jan 1556, contains the following instructions and commendations: 17 Master fletewodd i beseche yow remember wyttraunce and cooke, too singular men amongst common prisoners. Master farneham, and Master bell, with Master Hussey (as i hope) will dispatche Palmer, and richardson withe his companions. i praye yow Master calthorpe think on iohn groue an honest poore man, Traiford and rice apprice his accomplices. My cosyn Thomas witton (a scriuener in Lomberdstrete) haue promised to further their deliuerie, at the leaste he can instructe yow whiche waye to worke. i doubt not but that Master boyer wil labor for the good wife cooper (for she is wourthie to be holpen) and ber[n]ard the french man. There be also dyuers other well disposed men, whose deliueraunce yf ye will not labor for: yett i humblely beseche yow to seeke theire relefe as yow shal see cause, namely of Harry a price, Launse Lot, Hobbes, Lother, Homes, carre, and beckingham, a younge man of goodlie gyftes in witt, and learninge and (sauinge that he is somewhate wylde) likely to do well hereafter. There be also ij women conyngham and alice alexander that may proue honest. for these and all other poore prisoners here i make this my humble sute and prayer to yow all my masters, and especiall good frendes.
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green makes a long list of requests of each of the letters' recipients, both individually and as a body, to do his work outside the prison. He asks them to seek the "deliueraunce" of various co-religionists from prison, and failing that, to ensure their financial support. Therefore, we can see that even though calthorpe sends no letters, through green's use of his contacts outside prison he is implicated in a significant web of requested and implied links, making him an important connecting figure within the social network.
what is interesting about this simple graph, then, is that it points us to a person who sent no letters within the surviving body of correspondence, and whose name is only mentioned in passing within foxe's "book of Martyrs" (in the printed version of the letter above).
19 it gives us pause to think about the significance of figures like calthorpe, who are virtually unknown to reformation historians. what did they offer? To what extent was the survival of Protestantism in Marian england ensured by them? calthorpe is just one of a large group of people who are highly connected despite sending or receiving relatively few letters. Using measures that detect the relative connectedness of each member of this dispersed Protestant community, we find that some surprising figures are highlighted as being significant; further analysis shows that they each have a vital infrastructural role within the network.
ii. neTwork infrasTrUcTUre a network is a collection of links, which can be combined into a myriad of possible paths. The measurement of these paths is a crucial way of establishing the ranked importance of the people in that network. "betweenness" is one such measurement: for any two nodes in a network, there is a shortest path between them, and betweenness tells us how many of these shortest paths go through a given node. in other words, it shows us how central a particular node is to the network's organization, and how important it is in connecting other people. we took two measurements of betweenness, one of the letter network (just senders and recipients) and one of the entire social network, and ranked all the nodes accordingly. The top twenty nodes measured in terms of social betweenness (that is, the whole network) were: some of these figures are unsurprising: the figures ranked at 1-9, 11, 16, and 18-20 in terms of their social betweenness, and 1-6, 9-12, 14-17, 19-20, in their letter betweenness, are all martyrs who wrote a number of letters, and feature prominently in foxe's martyrology. several of them, such as bradford, careless, J. Hooper, Philpot, and ridley are classic examples of hubs. The many letters and commendations they sent and received generate a large number of edges, which in turn helps to create short paths between any two nodes in the system. accordingly, they make the world of this particular epistolary community very small despite a geographical spread from Zurich to Manchester. sheterden is included in this martyr category, as he was executed for his faith and his death was recorded by foxe; yet he is believed to have retained his belief in free will until the end. a number of other freewillers also feature in the list, including the leaders Hart and Jackson, and those who defected from this separatist group, including r. gibson and gratwick. The significance of this community will be discussed further below.
but other figures within these top-twenty rankings are altogether more anonymous: they are neither martyrs nor separatists, and their names are mentioned only in passing in foxe's "book of Martyrs," if at all. These are cooke, calthorpe, bowyer, anne smith, bradshaw, and bernher. calthorpe, bowyer, and a. smith share similar roles in their relationship to the celebrated martyrs of the Marian reign, funnelling goods, commendations and instructions from prisoners to communities elsewhere in england. Like calthorpe, bowyer was one of the recipients of the letter above sent by green to members of the Middle Temple ("i doubt not but that Master boyer wil labor for the good wife cooper"). anne smith was the wife of the martyr robert smith, and received a number of letters that were accompanied by financial aid provided by her husband's fellow prisoners, Thomas Hawkes, simpson (probably John), and his wife, watts, John ardeley, John bradford, Thomas iveson, John Launder, "father Herault," william andrew, and dirick carver. 20 cooke, it seems, channelled goods and money in the opposite direction, into the prisons; but her significance is more clearly understood when she is considered alongside a group of similar women discussed below.
The other two figures who might be grouped together are bernher and bradshaw. statistically bradshaw looks insignificant: he wrote only one letter (to george Marsh) and received only one (from John bradford). bernher is a little more impressive: he wrote two letters and received 12, from 4 separate people, giving him the second highest letter-in strength (that is, the number of letters received) of all the 377 nodes. but there is something more significant about these men that accounts for their betweenness: both were used as couriers by the martyrs and their co-religionists. bernher is a particularly significant figure. This swiss reformer, who had settled in england and became Hugh Latimer's secretary and confidante, is mentioned in numerous letters as a trusted courier, especially of letters to and from the London jails. He aided imprisoned leaders such as bradford, Latimer, ridley, and careless, smuggling writing materials in, and letters and other writings out. He recorded accounts of Latimer's and ridley's disputations and examinations, and channelled other important writings to Protestant presses on the continent. ridley marvelled at all bernher did, writing "brother austen ye for our comfort renne up and down and who beareth your charges god knoweth."
21 it is the image of bernher running up and down, connecting people in different places, that explains exactly why he appears so important by the measure of betweenness. He creates lots of paths that connect important people in the letter network, such as bradford, Philpot, careless, J. Hooper, and Tyms. His connections with these figures make him very likely to be a node on a shortest path between two randomly selected nodes.
betweenness, then, is a measure that highlights individuals within the network whose literary activities and social interactions allow connections between dispersed nodes and communities. it shows that infrastructural roles, like carrying letters, were of vital importance to the structure of the network, as well as its maintenance and furtherance. a similar, but crucially distinct, measure of importance is eigenvector centrality, which is closely related to the algorithm used by google to assign importance to web pages in the world wide web, and to rank its search results by relevance. a node that has a high eigenvector score is one that is adjacent to nodes that are themselves high scorers. as stephen borgatti puts it, "the idea is that even if a node influences just one other node, who subsequently influences many other nodes (who themselves influence still more others), then the first node in that chain is highly influential." 22 so, while betweenness measures the importance of a node in the context of flow across the network-encapsulated by the image of bernher running up and down the country-eigenvector centrality measures how well connected a node is to hubs and other significant nodes in the network. as with betweenness, several martyrs are ranked in the top twenty nodes for their social eigenvector centrality, and bernher and cooke also appear again. but the measure also ranks seven people who did not appear in the top-twenty for their betweenness rankings: Joyce Hales, william Punt, Joan wilkinson, anne warcup, robert and Lucy Harrington, and robert cole. Many of the same figures also show up in letter eigenvector rankings, with the addition of catherine Hall, and Lady elizabeth fane. so who are these figures? Punt, like bernher, is a known letter carrier, who made several trips to the continent delivering J. Hooper's letters to his wife anne. He was also close to bradford, and he was almost certainly the "w. P." whom bradford made co-executor of his books and to whom the martyr bequeathed two shirts. 23 The remaining figures, with the exception of cooke, Hales, and Hall all appear on John strype's list of sustainers, a group "who, by money, clothes, and provisions administered unto [the prisoners'] necessities." 24 in an article on the role of women in the maintenance of the Protestant community freeman has also identified cooke and Hales as sustainers.
25 by contrast, catherine Hall was in receipt of the sustenance and support following her arrest and imprisonment along with her husband John and other members of a Protestant conventicle on new year's day 1555 from bradford, J. Hooper, and Hales.
such aid was rendered necessary by the private, for-profit status of sixteenth-century prisons. all prison staff, from the governors down to the turnkeys, purchased their position with the hope of recouping their initial investment, not from their salary, but rather from the prisoners in their custody. 26 Prisoners would effectively pay rent, which would cover their bedding, food and drink; and additional fees would buy coal and candles, furniture and furnishings, and greater freedoms, such as use of the gardens, admittance of visitors, and even permission to conduct business outside the prison walls (as long as the prisoner stayed in the presence of a keeper and returned to his or her cell at night). 27 The money sent by the sustainers to Protestant prisoners, then, functioned to preserve their lives and health, as well as providing opportunities and means to get letters and other writings in and out of prison. The relationships established with the female sustainers in particular also occasioned the writing of several important treatises. bradford's "The defence of election" and "The restoration of all Things" were written to comfort Joyce Hales, and his treatise on "The Hurt of Hearing Mass" was written to answer Lady fane's questions on the subject. which brings us to another point: five of the top twenty most well-connected nodes in terms of their social eigenvector centrality, and six in terms of their letter eigenvector centrality, are women. This is a striking statistic for a sixteenth-century network of correspondence between religious prisoners and their co-religionists. one important reason why these women have been largely overlooked is because they do not necessarily look that important by other measures and statistics. only 49 people in the network have a non-zero letter betweenness rating. This means that the majority of people in the network have no shortest paths going through them. More simply put, those with a zero betweenness rating are not in crucial positions for the passage of letters across the network. Part of this majority are cooke, Lucy Harrington, Lady fane, and warcup, who all rank bottom at 50/377. yet, the measure of eigenvector centrality tells us that despite low letter betweenness they are still well connected. why? one reason is that their acts of charity put them in direct contact with the hubs in the network, the martyrs. but this is not the only reason they were well connected.
Taking Margery cooke as an example, we can see that these women were important nodes not only because they were friends of the martyrs, but also because of their particular social position. cooke, who lived in Hadleigh, suffolk, sent only one of the surviving letters in our dataset (to John Philpot), and received seven (six from careless and one from bradford), which is not a large amount of correspondence; but the commendations in these letters, as well as commendations to her in other letters, reveal that she not only had active connections with the Protestant community in Hadleigh, but also with co-religionists elsewhere in england. cooke has shared edges with a total of 26 other nodes in the network, three of which are due to the communications listed above; the remaining 23 come through commendations. of the people she shares edges with, three are martyrs (careless, bradford, and Philpot), two are family (husband, mother), three are carriers (Punt, richard Proude, and william Porrege), three were co-religionists and/or sustainers who were associated with the underground London congregation (Lady fane, John Ledley, and robert cole), eleven were, at some stage, freewillers associated with kentish conventicles, although several converted (Hart, cole, Ledley, roger newman, John barry, John gibson, richard Porrege, nicholas sheterden, william Lawrence, Humphrey Middleton, and william kempe), another three were possibly freewillers at some time, although doubt has been cast on this identification (william Porrege, Proude, and Thomas Upcher).
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The identity and location of five other contacts-Master Heath, sisters ac and eH, and sisters chyllerde and chyttenden-remains unclear. nevertheless, we can see that cooke's significance in the network is not determined merely by her communication with the martyrs; she was well connected in her own right. commendations and news show that she was believed to be in contact with a wide variety of different groups-infrastructural figures like Punt and w. Porrege, heretical leaders like Hart, known sustainers like fane, and leaders in the London congregation like cole-who were spread across the south-east of england.
what the measure of betweenness and eigenvector centrality both bring to the fore, then, are infrastructural figures; individuals whose role may have been given minimal coverage in foxe's "book of Martyrs," or edited out all together. 29 This clear patterning suggests the power of algorithms to predict the roles of different nodes within the networks-an idea we decided to test. by observing attributes of martyrs, carriers, and sustainers we were able to devise a set of quantitative criteria that separated the 377 nodes into seven categories according to their network properties, thereby predicting their roles within the network as a whole. These criteria consist of thresholds for five network measures: social betweenness, social eigenvector centrality, letter degree (the number of different senders and recipients connected to a node), letter strength (the total number of letters received and sent by a node), and non-letter social degree (the number of social links created by means other than letters). by using these thresholds to label values for each of these measures as high or low we arrive at the classification outlined in detail below. when tested, we found these predictions were largely accurate.
Three levels of leaders emerged from this analysis: prolific leaders, less prolific leaders, and a category that accounts for leaders who write common letters to a large number of named individuals (such as green, whose letter to calthorpe, bowyer, and others was discussed above). The most interesting and illuminating distinctions arise between the first two categories. Prolific leaders were figures who ranked highly in all of the five measures: bradford, careless, J. Hooper, Philpot, saunders, ridley, and Tyms. These are figures that feature prominently in foxe's "book of Martyrs." by contrast, less prolific leaders ranked low for letter degree and social betweenness but highly for the other three measures. These were Hart, Latimer, ferrar, Taylor, and cranmer. what is interesting about these two groups is that we find a general division between the younger prisoners and the older Protestant leaders. The older members, by and large, sent letters to a small group of people, most of whom were other Protestant leaders, or, occasionally, family members. The most extreme example is ferrar, who wrote one letter each to cranmer, Latimer, and ridley; received letters from J. Hooper and Laurence saunders; and had social links (through commendations, and other reported or implied links) with Tyms, saunders, and bradford. These are all what we might describe as short-range links, staying within an established, close-knit community of people from similar social backgrounds, and mostly covering only short geographical distances. Latimer and cranmer's limited personal network was possibly exacerbated by their strict imprisonment in oxford, which made it more difficult for them to correspond, although, notably, ridley was also imprisoned in oxford but still functioned as a hub in the network. Hart's place in this category may be due to biases in the letter collection for, as a dissenter, his letters were probably not as desirable as the martyrs' works, but it may also signal isolation from the main, orthodox network of Protestants that will be probed further below.
by contrast, the younger martyrs like bradford, careless, and Philpot seem to have understood the need to maintain links with dispersed and diverse communities-making long-range links, in other words-in order for the network to survive. we might conjecture that this can be put down to the fact that, because they were younger and had attained less prominent offices within the church, they were more in contact with the faith on the ground; or they may just have had more of a natural instinct for networking in much the same way that the younger generations today make the most use of social networking sites. certainly, as mentioned above, during his time as one of the chaplains in ordinary to edward vi, bradford had travelled through the country preaching reformation in Lancashire, cheshire, and possibly beyond. in a different way, careless may have had found it easier to connect with a diverse range of people because of his former life as a weaver in coventry.
The remaining nodes separate into three categories of network sustainers, and a final large category of peripheral figures who do not rank highly in any of the five measures. The quantitative criteria used to identify the various levels of network sustainers generated a series of predictions that corresponds with strype's list of sustainers, but is broader in its definition, taking in the full range of infrastructural figures that our other methods have already identified. for example, major sustainers distinguish themselves through high social eigenvector centrality, high letter strength, and relatively high non-letter social degree, but have low values for the other two measures. People that fulfil these criteria are: warcup, bullinger, wilkinson, Hales, cooke, and Lucy and robert Harrington. as we have seen, warcup, wilkinson, and the Harringtons all feature on strype's list, and Hales and cooke have been identified by freeman as two of the army of female sustainers that wrote and sent goods to the Protestant martyrs. bullinger, by contrast, is a different kind of sustainer: through the correspondence sent between him and J. Hooper, he links the imprisoned Protestant leader to co-religionists in exile in Zurich and beyond. More importantly, perhaps, bullinger promises to write to Hooper's wife, anne, in exile in frankfurt, providing emotional support for the family Hooper would leave behind when he was executed. 30 occupying another sustainer category by himself is bernher, who stands apart from the other sustainers due to his high letter degree. This means that as well as connecting other people through his frequent role as carrier, his correspondence also makes him a minor hub. a third category, of minor sustainers, exhibits high social eigenvector centrality, and low values for all other measures. individuals who fall into this category are John bradford's mother, Ledley, cole, w. Porrege, and Punt. Most of these nodes can also be confirmed as infrastructural figures in the network. Ledley, cole, and Punt were all active members of the underground London congregation during Mary's reign, which played a key role in the support of prisoners due to its proximity; w. Porrege is mentioned as a carrier in several letters, and foxe also describes him smuggling heretical literature into kent. This leaves bradford's mother. although she does not have the same characteristics as the other nodes identified by the thresholds for this category, her appearance here is easily explained by the fact that, as already discussed, she acted as a gateway to a broader community of co-religionists in the area around Manchester.
by using quantitative criteria to establish categories we can see that those sharing similar profiles tended to occupy the same roles within the network. There are some slight anomalies (Hart, bullinger, and bradford's mother, for example), but the broad effectiveness of the method demonstrates its value for sorting larger social networks than the one we have here, or to predict roles for those individuals where scant material survives. Moreover, the categorization of nodes also allows us to identify general rules for the overall structure and function of the network. for example, by looking at how the different categories of nodes interact, we see that the most prolific leaders frequently and repeatedly wrote to network sustainers. if we look at bradford, who sent the most letters of all the martyrs, we can see that out of 64 different people to whom he wrote, those he wrote to most often were: Hales (seven letters), warcup (six), Lady fane (five), cole (four), and wilkinson (four). all of these recipients are network sustainers. similarly for careless, the only two people to whom he wrote more than three letters are cooke (six) and bernher (four); for Philpot the only one is Lady fane (five); and for ridley it is bradford (eleven) and bernher (five). all except bradford are network sustainers. Therefore we see that the quickest paths across the network were also the ones most frequently traversed by letters and, by implication, carriers. Perhaps more importantly, though, the method for categorization can also alert us to patterns we might not have expected. in this case we see that several individuals who defected from the freewillers are identified as network sustainers. why might this be?
iii. THe neTwork Under aTTack
The freewillers are a group who have appeared in a number of circumstances in this article. Henry Hart has been highlighted as a leader whose position in figure 3 , which compares the number of letter correspondents of an individual with the number of their nonletter social connections, shows him to be isolated from the orthodox majority within the network, with almost all his interactions occurring through letters rather than commendations. we have seen that, like his fellow freewiller Jackson and two other adherents who later defected-r. gibson and gratwick-Hart had high betweenness. and we have discovered that r. gibson and gratwick were not the only significant nodes to defect: cole and Ledey, two figures within the London congregation and key sustainers, were former freewillers. w. Porrege, as well, may have associated with these dissenters at some time. The question is: what do these little snatches of information tell us about the freewillers as a dissenting community?
The difficulty of considering the interactions with freewillers is that, despite being Protestants, they were also opponents. The Marian Protestant community was defined against the english catholic state; similarly, the freewillers defined themselves against the orthodox Protestant community. at the same time, however, it would not be right to exclude freewillers from this study as being simple opponents of the underground Protestant community. Perhaps most importantly, from outside, orthodox Protestants and freewillers were perceived as one single dissident group. The doctrinal conflict merely confirmed the authorities' charge that Protestants were an inherently "factious and divisive" people. 31 it should also be considered that boundaries between the freewillers and those that held to predestinarian beliefs were not stable: freewillers sought to convert Protestants to their cause, whilst the leaders of the orthodox Protestant community launched a counter-attack, which was successful in causing a number of the dissenters to defect to predestinarian beliefs. by considering the freewillers as hostile elements within the network, we can model how the Protestant community responded to and overcame internal attack. for, as noted above, this separatist group lasted for only ten years: by the time elizabeth i ascended throne, the freewillers had all but died out.
why this group died out has been a question that has troubled scholars. 32 one reason for this is that, as freeman has pointed out, their organization should have been strong, based as it was on congregations and conventicles established in edward vi's reign, and perhaps even earlier. in fact, he argues that "because the 'orthodox' Protestant church was weakened and outlawed in Mary's reign, the freewillers were closer to parity with the Protestant leadership than any subsequent dissenters." 33 nevertheless, freeman's work and various other studies have shown how, in many ways, the demise of this group was overdetermined. The leaders lacked theological training and the credibility that it provided; they were from comparatively poor social and financial backgrounds; the movement lacked prominent martyrs; it lost a number of key figures who defected to predestinarian positions; and they failed to foster the close pastoral relationships that played such a crucial role in the maintenance of the Protestant community during persecution.
34 such a summary suggests there was no one simple reason for their demise, but rather a whole collision of factors. However, their demise can be described much more simply by taking a network perspective.
one important thing to point out again here, however, is the bias of the letter collection we have available to us. The collection, which is largely focused around correspondence involving the martyrs, means that we have no surviving letters that were sent between freewillers, so we do not know the extent to which this was a textual community, and to what extent its communities were locally constituted and maintained. what we do have, however, is a significant number of letters which document interactions between the orthodox and freewiller communities, especially regarding the disputes between representatives from these two communities held in the king's bench prison. in other words, we cannot uncover the internal workings of the freewiller community, but we can chart their external interactions. The way we can trace this is by creating a partial network visualization of the , and thus chart the network evolution over time. freewillers are shown in black, key orthodox Protestants are shown as light grey with circles, network sustainers are in light grey with squares, and those defecting from the freewillers in dark grey (this category also includes those people who are suspected of having been freewillers at some point). each node is marked with a cross when they die; links through letters are in black and all other social links are in grey. what we see is that at this point of interface between the freewillers and the orthodox community, the orthodox community consistently takes ground (including converting nodes), while the freewiller base is challenged. by focusing on all the interactions between freewillers and their direct neighbors we can immediately observe the extent of the communication between two orthodox Protestant leaders, bradford and careless (marked as "a" and "b" in figures 4, 5 and 6), and the freewillers. although bradford and careless were in communication with other leaders, such as Philpot and ridley about the doctrinal threat posed by Hart and his companions, they were the ones who spent the most time fighting schism through their letters and other writings. for this reason, even in this sub-network, bradford and careless are the hubs. The volume of links they make, and the number of people who convert to orthodox belief following communication with these martyrs, suggests a causal link. for example, by looking at figures 4 and 5 we can see that bradford's links with roberts skelthorpe (c), cornelius stevenson (d), cole (e), and Ledley (f) predate their conversion. The selected frames from the evolving network also show March 1555 to have been a key moment in the battle between freewillers and predestinarians, as four figures defected in the first two weeks of the month. by comparison, identified "leaders" of the freewiller community look comparatively peripheral. This is particularly striking given the fact that the whole network focuses on freewillers and their direct neighbours only. Moreover, the contacts that Hart (g) makes are not followed by conversion.
The orthodox side in this struggle may have had the most influential hubs, but that is only one reason for its dominance. it also appears to have had a more robust infrastructure. several figures that have already been identified as network sustainers appear within this subnetwork: cooke (h), Hales (i), cole (e), Ledley (f), and w. Porrege (j).
although cole and Ledley started out on the side of the freewillers (as w. Porrege may have done too), it is crucial that they end up on the side of the predestinarians. as seen above, they defected at some point in March 1555, but it is only after this conversion that they gained the attributes of network sustainers. Living together with their wives and Punt in grace street, London, after fleeing persecution in kent, these men are reported to have served the Protestant prisoners held in London jails, as well as relaying information and books to and from the Protestant exile community. 35 These were not the only significant losses. in early 1556 gratwick (m) and r. gibson (n) also defected from the freewillers. as we saw earlier, both these men figured in the top twenty nodes for their letter betweenness.
not only did the freewillers lose key infrastructural nodes to their opponents, they also failed to make any converts from this constituency. This was not for lack of effort. we can see a number of nodes in figure 6 that the freewillers sought and failed to convert. freewillers inside and outside prison tried to win souls for the cause. Prisoners condemned to death-who were usually held in newgate until their executions-were a particular target. Hart sent a statement of his beliefs to Tyms, christopher Lister, robert drake, george ambrose, richard spurge, Thomas spurge, gratwick, richard nicholl, John spenser, John Harman, and simon Jen, which they then returned to him on 3 april 1556 with a signed refutation his belief bearing all of their names. 36 we can see the battle that was fought over some of these men: cavell, drake, ambrose, and the spurges (k) each share edges with nodes from both sides of the controversy in figure 6. yet while they share an edge with only one freewiller, Hart (g), they share edges with three predestinarians: careless (b); Tyms (l), who signed the letter rejecting Hart's doctrines; and gratwick (m), who had defected from the freewilles earlier that year. careless's edge, in particular, represents a letter, showing that this leader did not leave his vulnerable co-religionists undefended.
another example of this protection of key co-religionists can be traced in the communications of bradford and careless with cooke and Hales. we know that both women were troubled by the doctrine of free will, which they came in contact with either through Hart's writings, or through some interaction with local conventiclers, or perhaps both. if the freewillers had been successful in convincing these women of the veracity of their beliefs, they would have won more than converts. whilst the battle over Tyms's and the spurges' souls might have gained the freewillers martyrs for their cause, the conversion of Hales or cooke would have been a much more tactical victory. bradford's and careless's dedication to pastoral care, and their particular regard for these women can be seen by the great effort these two leaders went to in order to make sure they were correctly informed on the topic of election. as already mentioned above, bradford wrote letters to both cooke and Hales on this topic, and he dedicated a treatise entitled "The defence of election" to Hales. bradford also wrote to Hart, John barry, Ledley, cole, richard Proude, sheterden, w. Porrege, roger newman, william Lawrence, John gibson, richard Porrege, Humphrey Middleton, william kempe, and others abiding in kent, essex, sussex, and thereabout, just before his execution, warning them: 
37
The letter suggests that some of the men may have previously attempted to convert cooke and Hales to the doctrine of free will. but the letter is slightly problematic, for, at the same time as warning these men not to tempt these women into error, it places Hales in a vulnerable position. near the beginning of the letter bradford tells the recipients about the treatise he has written for Hales and commends it to them as profitable reading material. The fact the later commends the woman "with whom i leave this letter," Hales, suggests that this missive had been sent as an insert to another letter sent to Hales, or perhaps with the treatise itself.
38 Therefore, bradford has made it necessary for Hales to make contact with at least one of the recipients of the letter in order to pass it on. in this way, he is making use of the very quality that made Hales such an attractive convert-her identity as a major network sustainer. bradford wants to warn these men not to continue in their attempts to convert her, but at the same time she is the most straightforward means of connecting with them; or, to consider this from a network perspective, she offers the shortest path.
bradford and careless sent letters such as this because they cared about Hales and cooke and their salvation. This is understandable: these women had supported them and written to them often during their imprisonments. but, as the use of Hales in the letter above shows, these two leaders clearly also recognised the infrastructural role Hales and cooke served within the community, and the great damage that would be done to their cause if they lost them. it appears that bradford and careless understood by instinct a key feature of networks that scientists have only more recently grasped: that the robustness of a network relies on figures who encourage high levels of interconnectivity. This goes for all networks: "a cell's robustness is hidden in its intricate regulatory and metabolic network; society's resilience is rooted in the interwoven social web; the economy's stability is maintained by a delicate network of financial and regulatory organizations; an ecosystem's survivability is encoded in a carefully crafted web of species interactions." 39 despite these structures, however, all networks are vulnerable to failure, whether through attack, or errors of design. node failures can easily break a network up into isolated, non-communicating fragments. in an online system this might be caused by hackers; in a social or ecological network it could be caused by illness or death. what studies have shown is that one of the most effective ways to fragment a network into separate communities is to remove nodes or edges with the highest betweenness, a key measure of interconnectivity in the network.
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The underground Protestant community in the reign of Mary i, of course, was placed under systematic attack by the authorities. it was not strictly their intention to remove key nodes; in fact bradford and careless were kept alive for protracted periods, in the case of the former because the earl of derby was trying to secure a pardon for him, and in the case of the latter probably because the authorities wished to see the freewiller/predestinarian disputes continue. nevertheless, many figures with high betweenness ratings were removed through the program of burnings. from the top twenty: bradford on 1 July 1555; J. Hooper on 9 february 1555; Philpot on 18 december 1555; saunders on 8 february 1555; ridley on 16 october 1555; robert smith on 8 august 1555; Tyms on 24 april 1556; green on 27 January 1556; george Marsh on 24 april 1555; Taylor on 9 february 1555; Thomas Hawkes on 10 June 1555; robert glover on 19 september 1555; and Thomas whittle on 14 January 1556. from this we can see that twelve of the top twenty were removed from the network within one calendar year, from february 1555 to January 1556 (the exception being Tyms). in addition, careless died in prison on 1 July 1556. during our research, we made a video visualizing the changing shape of the network across the period covered by the letters, which shows the impact of the burnings. Unsurprisingly, the network looks radically different at the beginning of 1555 and the end of that year; and within that period the most dramatic change, unsurprisingly, follows bradford's execution. figures 7 and 8 show the immediate environment of bradford in the network; he is the large black node in figure 7 (before his death), and the large white node in figure 8 (after his execution). The network includes only the connections of living individuals, which allows us to see that the community around Manchester to which bradford had linked through his mother (the large grey node in figure 8 ), despite internal links, becomes detached from the larger network following bradford's execution. of course, the incomplete nature of the data we have means that members of this community may have maintained contact with larger Protestant movement in england. but this is a perfect illustration of how what was once a large and geographically dispersed network can break into smaller communities that lack long-range links.
The connectivity decreases as more nodes are removed. if we look at the very final image of the network (figure 10), on 28 July 1556, and compare it to the network of all connections, including those of the deceased (figure 9), we can see the terrible toll the persecution had taken on the underground community in england. The lack of communications after this date is probably due to collection patterns: it was the martyrs' letters that were of primary interest to figures like foxe and bull. but it also suggests that it must have become increasingly difficult for dispersed Protestants to ascertain the health of the Protestant movement elsewhere in england. one might deduce that congregations went into survival mode, turning their attentions to the needs of local co-religionists rather than seeking to comfort and guide co-religionists elsewhere. in any case, as the reign progressed more people sought the safety of exile, including cooke, who went to aarau with her husband richard; Hales, who left for calais, notably without her husband; robert and Lucy Harrington who found refuge in frankfurt, and provided a home for Laurence saunders's widow; warcup and wilkinson, who also fled to frankfurt with the former's family (but without wilkinson's husband); and Proude, who settled in aarau.
41 some couriers also undertook their duties from a base on the continent: w. Porrege apparently had his headquarters in calais; and cole may have temporarily resided abroad as his is included in John bale's first list of exiles, although foxe records him as being back in england by Palm sunday, 1556. 42 yet, despite this systematic attack, the disappearance of fourteen of the top twenty nodes for betweenness, and the reduced interconnectivity, the network does not fragment. This is because the network retains its infrastructural backbone: we are left with a network in which bernher, cooke, and Punt have the highest social betweenness, meaning that they are some of the most important figures holding the network together. These figures appear to have taken on increasingly important roles in the wake of the executions. bernher stepped in as pastor of the underground London congregation following John rough's arrest in december 1557 until Thomas bentham returned from exile. similarly, Punt, after briefly going into exile following bradford's death, returned to London and was named as one of the "principal teachers of heretical doctrine in London" in steven Morris's confession. according to Morris, he was one of those who did "most harm in persuading the people," being described as "a great writer of diuelishe and erronious bokes of certain mens doinges," which he would then convey to the continent to be printed and distributed. 43 There is less documentary evidence regarding cooke. as wabuda and freeman have shown, the significance of women's roles in the Protestant community has been obscured by the way in which foxe and bull edited the letters involving female sustainers. in two letters written by careless to cooke, bull changed all the pronouns referring to cooke in order to suggest that she was a male co-religionist. it is clear why he went to this trouble when one considers this passage from a letter in which careless thanks cooke for the way in which she had comforted him in other letters (now lost), and provided him with spiritual guidance and prayer: "blessed by the tyme that ever i knew you, for god (i parceave) hath ma[de you] an instrument in the stede of good Master bradforde, to supple my soule [with] the oyle of godes mercye." 44 in the past, as he reveals later in the letter, bradford had sent him letters counseling and guiding him; but this excerpt makes it clear that careless regards cooke as having stepped into this role in the wake of bradford's death. The writings printed by foxe and bull encourage us to think of the female sustainers as, at most, providers of money and comfort, and merely recipients of wisdom and teaching. although bradford and careless instructed cooke on the subject of election, this letter shows how cooke had grown in faith, providing not only comfort but also prayers and guidance where she saw the need. it is not hard to imagine that she served others in similar ways, although her importance to the english Protestants is likely to have become increasingly tenuous following her exile.
what we see from the examples of bernher and Punt especially is that network sustainers were vital to the maintenance of the Protestant network in the Marian period, preventing it from fragmenting. but their significance went beyond supporting the recognized hubs-the martyrs-in the network. in the wake of the burnings they themselves became central figures in the organization and leadership of the Protestant church in england. but it is not only their actions that prove their value; from a network perspective we know that these men were successful in holding the network together both because they were credible and well-connected figures within their local communities, and because they had long range links which connected them with leaders elsewhere in england and on the continent. This may be a key factor as to why the Protestant church survived the persecution of Mary's reign but the freewillers did not. by losing sustainers, and failing to convert key infrastructural nodes in order to replace them, their movement was easy to fragment.
iv. eXTending THe neTwork These observations, taken together, aim to show not only what we can discover about the Protestant network in england at the time of Mary i's reign, but also, more generally, how the discipline of network analysis can transform the way we interact with archives. analysis of hubs, eigenvector centrality, betweenness, and robustness show us how network analysis can provide both a picture of general structures and specific relationships. we saw that the quickest paths across the network-between the prolific leaders and the network sustainerswere also the ones most frequently traversed by letters; that freewillers both failed to convert or retain the kinds of infrastructural nodes that made the "orthodox" Protestant church so robust. in so doing, these methods have found trends that only an expert in the field would have a sense of by reading all the letters, but would still find almost impossible to measure or quantify.
with even larger sets of data, such techniques become of paramount importance. in the age of so-called big data, with online resources rapidly transforming the material culture of literature and history into digital forms that are searchable, the methods of network science allow scholars to understand the underlying patterns within large bodies of literature. but this quantitative approach is not meant to replace traditional methods of textual analysis as many have feared. as has already been shown in other disciplines, the bird's-eye view of quantitative network analysis can work in tandem with the equally necessary and more established scholarly approaches that operate closer to the ground-or in this case, closer to the text-thus providing both a more comprehensive overview of a field of research as well as specific suggestions for further avenues of research. it offers a systematic way of highlighting significant nodes and, by implication, specific texts that may merit closer examination. Thomas More's statement, with which this article began, is both a prefiguration of the network analyst's approach to history, and its antithesis. His metaphor for the dissemination of heretical doctrine as a canker, corrupting a body "ferther and ferther," shows a surprising level of intuition on two levels: not only did his fear about the ability of reformed theology to take hold in england prove accurate, he also noticed a parallel between the spread of epidemics and the dissemination of ideas, which has only recently been understood by network scientists. The image, however, also provides a classic example of scaremongering: its exhibits the kind of rhetoric that remains popular in the pulp press even today, designed as it is to create fear and to mobilise people to support a particular position. network analysis is poised in opposition to both intellectual intuition and scare-mongering: it can never replace them, but it does provide a way of showing why fears and hunches might be right after all. 
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